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Introduction to the Renewables in the
Rural Landscape resources
Rural landscapes often host renewable energy
installations, such as anaerobic digesters for farm
waste, crops for biomass fuels and wind turbines.
But the role of renewable energy and its
appropriateness in the rural landscape is often a
hotly contested topic.
The Localism Act 2011 aims to shift decisionmaking about planning and the built environment
to the local level through neighbourhood planning.
As part of the community, young people are
entitled to input their views. However, people aged
16-25 are less than half as likely to participate in
civic consultation as people aged 50-74.
This series of 6th form lesson plans are designed to
provide an overview of renewable energy
technologies, discuss why they’re important, and
crucially to provide the opportunity for pupils to
consider and debate the issues around the siting of
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these technologies in rural landscapes. They act as
a supplement to the extensive series of resources
we have developed through CSE’s PlanLoCaL
project: www.planlocal.org.uk

Overview of the lesson plans
The lesson plans, outlined below, can be taught
individually or as a set of four sequential sessions
which build on each other. Alternatively, they could
be dipped into as needed to provide ready-made
activities and links to further information.
Lesson 1: Investigating renewable energy
In this lesson pupils will discuss the importance of
renewable energy. They will look at different
renewable technologies and assess their suitability
for various scenarios. Finally, they will produce a
plan showing where the four technologies could be
positioned in their local area for maximum benefit.
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Lesson 2: Assessing renewable energy options
In this lesson pupils will learn how to estimate the
amount of energy produced by different renewable
energy technologies and what the financial benefits
of this can be for the community. The lesson builds
on knowledge of the technologies that pupils have
acquired from Lesson 1. During this lesson, pupils
will be applying their knowledge of maths and
geography.
Lesson 3: Impacts of large structures on the
landscape
The purpose of this lesson is to encourage pupils to
start thinking about the different types of structure
that have an impact on our landscape. Pupils will
be comparing these structures and discussing what
they think might be acceptable, and why. It will
predominantly serve as an exercise to put the size
and impact of renewable technologies – notably
wind turbines – into context.

Lesson 4: Renewable energy planning scenario
This lesson provides the chance for pupils to
actively debate some of the contentious issues
surrounding the siting of renewable technologies –
and the difficult decisions that have to be made!
The lesson is a scenario in which a planning
application has been submitted for a wind farm.
Pupils are split into three groups – those who
support this application, those who oppose it, and
the Planning Authority (the decision makers). The
‘pro’ and ‘anti’ groups must present their case to
the Planning Authority, who will then decide on
whether to grant or refuse permission.

Curriculum links
This resource has been designed to fit with A Level syllabuses but parts will be suitable for younger
children. The lessons plans are self contained and more advanced elements of the plans (or whole
lessons) can be excluded as needed. The specific links to geography A Level units are given below.
OCR
Unit F762: The Energy Issue
Unit F763: Population and Resources
AQA
Unit 1 - Energy Issues
Unit 4b - Issue Evaluation
Edexcel
Unit 3: Energy Security
Unit 4: Consuming the Rural Landscape
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Lesson one
Investigating renewable energy (double lesson)
In this lesson pupils will discuss the importance of renewable energy. They will look at 3 different renewable
technologies (wind, hydroelectric, solar and biomass) and assess the suitability of these technologies for
various scenarios. Finally, they will produce a plan of a semi rural area showing where the technologies
could be positioned for maximum benefit.

Session 1: (50 minutes)
Introduction: (5 mins)
Hold a (brief) class discussion about the importance of sustainable and renewable technologies. What is a
renewable technology? What different sources of renewable energy are the pupils aware of? Why do we
need to invest in renewable energy? Ideally the following points should be raised:
• Tackling climate change caused by greenhouse gas emissions
• Meeting legally binding carbon reduction targets – to reduce the UK’s greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050
• Energy security – building a sustainable energy supply chain
Main activity: (45 mins)
Watch the PlanLoCaL videos about solar, wind and hydroelectric power. After each one make a list of the
key features as a class, including the pros and cons of each technology. Also think about whether the
technology would be suitable for the school.
Make sure you keep the lists and display them during session 2.
Solar power: www.youtube.com/embed/L34zMUXYFZs?autoplay=1&rel=0
Wind power: www.youtube.com/embed/7qd8ulm9nec?autoplay=1&rel=0
Hydroelectric: www.youtube.com/embed/A4UaWt_pReY?autoplay=1&rel=0
Or visit this page of the PlanLoCaL website (www.planlocal.org.uk/pages/videos#section1) and select
Solar power: an introduction, Wind: an introduction and Hydro power: an introduction.
If you have more time available for this, you might like to watch some of the other PlanLoCaL technology
videos such as biomass, anaerobic digestion and combined heat and power.
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Session 2 (50 minutes)
In this session the pupils will apply the knowledge gained in session 1 by designing a sustainable
community.
Split the pupils up into working groups with no more than 4 groups in total. Each group should now either
design a fictional area, or use a printed map of a real area, preferably the local area. If the groups design
fictional areas, they should include the following features: residential housing; some public buildings such
as a school, hospital or community centre; some local businesses; a heritage or conservation area; and rural
surroundings, which must include a river.
Using the information from the videos and the lists of key features from session 1 the pupils should decide
where the three technologies should be placed for maximum energy generation and benefit to the
community.
Pupils should also be given this handout:
www.planlocal.org.uk/media/transfer/doc/planlocal_model_hand_out_a3_2013.pdf
It shows the layout of CSE’s PlanLoCaL model, which demonstrates a range of renewable technologies and
sustainable features in a fictional urban and rural setting. This handout should provide further information
and examples to help the groups design their own sustainable community.
Each group should clearly annotate their map and give a brief explanation of their reasoning to the class.
Once each group has completed its explanation, and if there is time, hold a class discussion about how
these renewable technologies might be suitable for the local area around the school. You could discuss
suitable locations, potential benefits and risks and the likely attitude of local people to the different
technologies.
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Lesson one
Investigating renewable energy (single lesson)
In this lesson pupils will discuss the importance of renewable energy. They will look at 4 different renewable
technologies (wind, hydroelectric, solar and biomass) and assess the suitability of these technologies for
various scenarios. Finally, they will produce a plan showing where the 4 technologies could be positioned in
the local area for maximum benefit.

Introduction: (5 mins)
Hold a (brief) class discussion about the importance of sustainable and renewable technologies. What is a
renewable technology? What different sources of renewable energy are the pupils aware of? Why do we
need to invest in renewable energy? Ideally the following points should be raised:
• Tackling climate change caused by greenhouse gas emissions
• Meeting legally binding carbon reduction targets - to reduce the UK’s greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050
• Energy security – building a sustainable energy supply chain

Case study exercise (10 mins)
In small groups pupils should use the technology factsheets to complete the renewable energy case study
exercise below. Groups should decide which technology is suitable for each building and why. Pupils could
also discuss if any of the technologies are suitable for the school or for their own homes.

Main exercise (30 mins)
Split the pupils up into 4 groups. Using a map of your local area, pupils should now decide where the
different renewable technologies should be placed for maximum energy generation and benefit to the
community.
Pupils should also be given this handout:
www.planlocal.org.uk/media/transfer/doc/planlocal_model_hand_out_a3_2013.pdf
This shows the layout of CSE’s PlanLoCaL model, which demonstrates a range of renewable technologies
and sustainable features in a fictional urban and rural setting. These handouts should provide further
information and examples to help the groups design their own sustainable community.
Each group should annotate their map and give a brief explanation of their reasoning to the class.

Plenary (5 mins)
Hold a class discussion about how the 4 renewable technologies covered in this lesson might be suitable for
your own community. You could discuss suitable locations, potential benefits and risks and the likely
attitude of local people to the different technologies.
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Key facts about solar power

Solar hot water systems

Solar photovoltaic systems

Solar thermal panels absorb heat from the sun and
transfer it to a hot water storage tank inside the
property.

Solar photovoltaic (PV) panels convert the energy
in sunlight into electricity.

The water they heat can be used for showers,
baths, washing up etc. but not usually for central
heating.
A boiler will usually still be required to raise the
temperature of the pre-heated water in the tank so
fuel savings are associated with the work the boiler
doesn’t have to do, due to the heat already
provided for free by the panels.
A new, larger hot water tank may need to be
installed at the same time in order to store as
much free hot water as possible.
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The electricity generated is automatically used
directly by appliances operating in the building,
with any surplus being exported to the electricity
grid or stored in a battery in an off grid system.
Solar photovoltaic panels are considered to be a
‘fit-and-forget’ technology because they require
little ongoing maintenance once installed.
Both solar thermal and solar photovoltaic systems
need to face from SE to SW (but ideally due South)
to work effectively. Any shading from nearby
buildings or trees will drastically reduce the energy
output.
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Key facts about wind power
Wind turbines convert energy from wind into
electricity. They come in all shapes and sizes from
small, roof mounted domestic systems to huge off
shore wind farms where turbines can be well over
150 m tall.
The relationship between size of turbine and
power generated is not linear. This large scale 2.5
Mega Watt wind turbine provides more than 6
times the energy of a medium scale turbine,
though it is only twice as high. Hence large scale
wind is a very effective use of land if sited
appropriately.
A well sited 2.5 MW turbine will provide as much
electricity each year as would be used by 1,000
houses.
Wind turbines need to be in areas where wind
speed is high and there is nothing in the area, such
as trees and tall buildings that may cause
turbulence. That is why turbines are frequently
sited on a hillside in the countryside. Wind power
is rarely suitable in an urban setting.
Wind is at times a misunderstood and often very
controversial technology. Although the UK has an
excellent on shore wind resource some people feel
that larger wind turbines are not suitable for rural
landscapes, particularly in designated landscapes,
such as Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty or
National Parks.
Another common concern is for local wildlife, such
as birds and bats. If turbines are sited incorrectly
they can have a negative impact.
Some people feel that other technologies should
be used instead of wind power to reduce the UK’s
reliance on fossil fuels. What do you think?
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Key facts about biomass

Harvesting Miscanthus
(elephant grass) to
produce wood pellets

Instead of burning gas or oil buildings can be
heated using wood. This could be on a domestic
scale in a wood burning stove or biomass boiler at
home, or as part of a large scale district heating
system, which provides heat to houses, offices and
public buildings in a neighbourhood.
Although the wood does release carbon dioxide as
it burns this is balanced by the carbon dioxide the
tree has absorbed over its lifetime, and so biomass is
called a ‘carbon neutral technology’.

Small
Domestic biomass boilers provide
heating and hot water for a whole
house, just like an ordinary boiler.
They require adequate space for
storing your fuel, and the boiler
size is generally larger than its gas
or oil equivalent. Pellets and logs
tend to be used for domestic scale
systems, although woodchip can
also be used.
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A key thing to consider with the use of biomass as a
heat source is whether there is enough storage
space on site for the wood fuel to be stored ready
for when it is needed.
In order to be a carbon neutral heating system the
wood needs to come from a local source as
transporting the fuel over longer distances is very
carbon intensive.

Medium
Larger biomass boiler systems
for community buildings tend to
use either wood chip or pellets
as their fuel. Good access and
plenty of fuel and equipment
storage space will be required. It
is preferable to source the wood
from a local supplier who is
managing their supply
sustainably.

Large
District heating uses a large
centralised boiler that supplies
nearby buildings with heat
through a series of pipes. A heat
distribution network
(underground pipes) will need to
be established if one does not
exist, which can be expensive
and disruptive.
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Key facts about hydroelectric power
Hydroelectric power comes from harnessing the
energy in flowing water. As the water flows down
through the system it turns a turbine to produce
electricity.
Micro hydro is a term used for any hydroelectric
installation that typically produces up to 5 MW of
electricity (enough to power 1,000 homes). This is
to distinguish it from very large scale hydroelectric
systems that produce huge amounts of power,
using the vast amounts of energy stored in
dammed water.
A 50 kW system like this one (left) could produce
enough electricity to power around 50 homes.
Historically we have been harnessing the power of
rivers for centuries, to grind flower for example,
and many of these historic sites are suitable for
modern hydro systems because of the
characteristics of the river.
In order to produce a decent amount of energy
from a hydro system a river ideally needs to be
both fast flowing and have a steep gradient. Rivers
with shallow gradients or slow flow rates are very
unlikely to be suitable for hydro systems as there
simply isn’t enough energy in the water to drive
the turbine.
An individual building may be powered by a small
scale hydro system, but would need to be very
close to the site of the installation in order to
benefit from the free electricity. For this reason
many UK houses and buildings could not be
powered by hydroelectric systems directly. Instead,
many hydroelectric installations produce electricity
that is fed into the National Grid, just like a
standard power station but typically on a smaller
scale.
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Renewable energy case study exercise
Choosing suitable technologies
You are a consultant that has been asked to look
at four very different buildings and advise the
owners on which renewable technology would be
suitable for their circumstances. Look at the four
case studies below and for each one state which
technology you believe the owner should choose
and explain the reasons for your decision.
Building A is a large guest house in a rural
location
To the south is a small river which tends to dry out
in the summer and to the north is a large wooded
area owned by a local resident. The owner of the
guesthouse is keen to reduce his heating bill as he
currently has an oil fired boiler and the price of oil
is very high. He has a large garden with plenty of
storage space. The guest house is in an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).

Building D is leisure centre in the middle of a
built up area
The leisure centre has been struggling in recent
years with rising electricity bills. The building has
electric heating and hot water, an Olympic sized
swimming pool and a lot of gym equipment that is
relatively expensive to run. The centre has very
little storage space but it does have a very large
roof space. The centre faces SSW. The owners are
looking to invest in a technology that requires little
maintenance once up and running as they are
concerned about ongoing costs.
Which technologies did you choose for each
building?
A
B

Building B is a community centre on the
outskirts of a town on the bank of a fast
flowing river
The largest roof space faces north so the owners
have ruled out installing solar PV panels, their first
choice of technology. They would still like to
produce their own energy but are not sure which
other technologies to investigate. They have
reasonably low heating bills but they do use a lot
of electricity and hot water.
Building C is a farm building on a working
farm
The farm house is two thirds of the way up a hill,
with woodland 3 km to the south. There are no
other buildings in the area. The area is not
designated as an AONB or National Park. The
nature of the work that is done in the building
requires a lot of electricity but there is little need
for heating. The building faces northeast.
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C
D

Why?

Were any of the buildings suitable for more than
one type of renewable energy system?
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Lesson 2
Assessing renewable energy options
In this lesson your class will learn how to estimate the amount of energy produced by different renewable
energy technologies and what the financial benefits of this can be for the community. The lesson will look
at three technologies:
1) Micro hydro
2) Medium scale wind turbines
3) Solar photovoltaics (PV)
Pupils will be expected to have some understanding of these technologies, which should be further
supported through the first lesson of these resources. During Lesson 2 pupils will be applying their
knowledge of maths and geography.
Each exercise has a worksheet for the group and an explanation sheet for the teacher, which includes a
copy of the exercise tables with the calculations completed.
Here is a suggested layout for the lesson:
•
•
•
•

Split the class into either 3 or 6 groups depending on your class size
Introduce the topic and exercises, giving each group one of the 3 exercises (10mins)
Pupils carry out exercises (30mins)
Feedback from the groups, discussion and wrap up (10-15mins)

One of the main discussions points at the end of the session should be to compare the potential financial
benefits to the community of each of the technologies.

Do the pupils think it would be more worthwhile investing money in a controversial
project, such as a wind turbine development, which can generate more money, or a low
risk project (solar PV), where the financial returns are very low?
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Equipment needed
For all exercises groups will need a copy of the explanation and worksheet provided as well as calculators.
For exercise 3 you will need to make sure that there is an appropriate satellite image to use for this exercise
(print off a map from Google Earth or Google Maps). Preferably the image should be of the neighbourhood
around your school, or the whole settlement in which your school is located (if this is a small settlement) –
read through the exercise and make a judgement about the area your image covers.
You will need to be able to show enough detail on the image so the students can see the orientation of the
roofs within the area, and you may have to print this on a number of sheets which you stick together to
make one composite image. Clearly mark the points of the compass on the image, including the
intermediate points (e.g. SW, SE).
The group will also require either a coloured felt tip pen or small sticky dots in order to identify suitable
roofs. If using sticky dots you may need to print at a slightly larger scale.

Notes on data used in these exercises
The average household domestic electricity usage figures (4,100kWh) used in the solar exercise
come from the Department of Energy and Climate Change (http://bit.ly/ZIRm9G). The DECC
statistics can be broken down by local authority area, so, if required, you can look for the average
for your county, district or unitary authority, and use this figure in the calculations.
15.44p per kWh is the feed-in tariff rate for solar PV installations up to 4kW from April 4th, 2013.
You can check the rate in place at the time you are running this exercise at www.fitariffs.co.uk.
£3,000 per kW of solar capacity installed is a good average cost figure for a solar system in 2013.
These costs may go down further so check www.energysavingtrust.org.uk for updated average
costs.
The CO2 emissions for electricity (0.516kg) have come from the 2012 Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) report on greenhouse gas conversion factors –
www.bit.ly/14VFXbe.
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Lesson 2: Hydro exercise
This group will be assessing the suitability of a fictional river for a hydro scheme. You will be using some
key data from this river site to help calculate the size of the hydro system, the predicted energy output and
what the income from such a system could be.
Work through exercises 1 to 4 on the worksheet, using the data provided for your calculations. Once this is
complete you can look at the site description, which provides a bit more information on the site and the
people who use the river. Read through this information and consider anything that would make this
project easier to complete and what the benefits could be.

Hydro terminology and theory
Head:

This describes the vertical drop through which the water falls between the intake
source and the turbine outflow.

Flow rate:

This is the volume of water flowing down the watercourse. Usually this is measured
in cubic metres per second (m3/s).

Design flow:

This is the water flow at which the turbine is designed to operate. Usually around
75% of the mean flow of the river.

Capacity factor:

This is a measure of how much the turbine could generate if it operated constantly
for a year, compared to how much it actually generates over a year. For example, a
50% capacity factor means that over a year the turbine will generate half of what it
would if it had run constantly at full capacity. This is not a measure of the efficiency
of the turbine.

Annual output:

The total output of the turbine over the duration of one year.
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Hydro worksheet
A small community group wishes to increase the amount of renewable energy generated in their area and
has identified a potential location for a hydro scheme. Use the following data for the calculations below
and work through exercises 1 – 4.
River Torrent
Head = 2.5 m
Mean flow rate = 1.83 m3/s
Efficiency of turbine = 0.80
Annual electricity demand on site = 40,000 kWh
Cost of electricity imports from grid = 13p/kWh

Question 1)
Using the figures for Head and Mean flow rate and Turbine efficiency, calculate the maximum system
power as follows:
Head
Mean flow rate
Turbine efficiency
Peak system power (kW) = head x design flow x turbine efficiency x 10

(meters)
m3/s
%
kW

Question 2)
Calculate the estimated annual energy production of the hydro turbine, based on a 50% capacity factor,
and work out the number of homes this amount of energy could supply, and what the CO2 savings could
be. (A typical home uses 4,100kWh of electricity per year, every kWh of electricity results in 0.516kg of
CO2 being emitted.)
Annual output = peak system power x 0.5 x 8,760 (hours in the year)

kWh

Equivalent number of homes = annual output ÷ 4,100

homes

Annual CO2 savings = annual output x 0.516 ÷ 1,000

tonnes

Question 3)
Work out the total potential income from the feed-in tariff (assuming all electricity is exported to the grid)
using the table below:
Annual Output (from exercise 2 above)

kWh [A]

Annual income from generation tariff = [A] x generation tariff from Table 1

(£) [B]

Income from export tariff = [A] x export tariff from Table 1

(£) [C]

Total annual value of feed-in tariff = [B] + [C]
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Question 4)
A micro hydro system that could handle the peak system power of this river would cost in the region of
£250,000 to install. Using this figure and the total value of the feed-in tariff from exercise 3, work out what
the total value to the community would be for the 20 year lifespan of the system.
Annual value of the feed-in tariff (from exercise 3 above)

(£) [A]

Lifetime income from the feed-in tariff = [A] x 20 years

(£) [B]

Lifetime value to the community = [B] - £250,000

(£)

Table 1 Feed-in tariff values for hydro power (figures correct May 2013)
Scale of system

Generation tariff

Export tariff

Up to 15kW

£0.2165/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

15 – 100kW

£0.2021/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

100 – 500kW

£0.155/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

500 – 2MW

£0.1248/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

2MW – 5MW

£0.323/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

Question 5)
Now read through the site description below. Briefly discuss what you think the pros and cons could be of
this project. Do you have any ideas for how the cons could be overcome?
You may wish to consider the following:
• Is there an existing weir, waterfall or turbine?
• Could there be financial benefits elsewhere in the community if a hydro scheme was installed?
i.e. money raised being used to fund other projects?
• Would the landowners want to get involved? Could the finances help them?
• Would there be an impact on other users of the river?
Site description
The River Torrent lies within a valley that is famous for its many historic mills, and, as a result of this, is
being designated as a World Heritage Site (these are sites around the world that are recognised for their
outstanding cultural or natural value). Many people visit the region and, in season, it is a popular with
locals and visitors for angling and canoeing.
The site itself is owned by a charity which promotes outdoor pursuits for young disadvantaged people.
The site includes an old mill house which forms part of a larger building and adjacent cottages, which
are used by the charity for overnight accommodation, running courses and catering.
The main building is Grade II listed (this means it has been designated for its special architectural and
historic interest) and this and the cottages are currently heated by electric storage heaters. The charity is
very concerned about excessive electricity bills and the prospect of future price increases. Last year’s
total electricity bill was over £5,000 for a consumption of 40,000 kWh.
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Lesson 2: Wind exercise
Your group will compare two different options for a community wind turbine development in order to try
and decide which would be the best option for the group to pursue further. The exercises should give you
answers to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual energy produced
Energy equivalent to X number of households
Annual CO2 savings
Annual income from the feed-in tariff
Payback time
Income over the lifetime of the turbine

Read the site descriptions and then work through exercises 1-6, filling out the tables as you go. At the end
of exercise 6 you should be able to decide which turbine will give the community group more income over
its lifetime and explain why.
Wind terminology and theory
Density of air:

Air density will vary depending on factors such as temperature and altitude, but
for the purposes of this exercise we will assume that we are operating at sea level
with a temperature of 15°C, which puts air density at 1.225kg/m3.

Average wind speed:

Measured in metres per second (m/s). Modern wind turbines operate at wind
speeds of between approximately 3 m/s and 25 m/s, and on most sites it is
recommended to have a minimum annual average speed of 5 m/s.

Wind power density:

This is measured in watts per square meter (W/m2) and indicates how much wind
power there is at a particular site based on wind speed and air density at the
location. This can be calculated using: wind power density = 0.5 x pv3, where p is
the density of air and v is the average wind speed.

Capacity factor:

The ratio of mean power output to rated power output. This is not the efficiency
of the turbine; it reflects the intermittent varying nature of the wind. A capacity
factor of 1 could only be reached if the wind was equal or above the rated wind
speed year round.
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Group worksheet
A community group have secured some land from a local farmer in order to develop it for a wind turbine.
Currently they are looking at two different sized turbines available to them and they want to try and work
out which of the two options will be of better value to them.
They know that the average annual wind speed at the site is 7.5m/s which they believe is enough to make
the project financially viable. The turbines differ in size – all the details relating to the two turbines are in
the table below. Work through the exercises 1-6 so that you can find out how much energy the turbines
can produce, what sort of CO2 savings can be expected and how much income they could generate
through the feed-in tariff.
Swept area
of blades

Hub height
Rotor blade

Blade diameter
Total height

400kW

800kW

28.4m

60m

34m

52.9m

45.4m

86.45m

tor

Ro
ter

me

dia

Hub
height

Tower

Question 1)
Using the data from the table above, fill out the gaps in the table using the equations provided to work out
the total area that a single blade will cover in one revolution:
Swept area of blade (3.1416 X blade radius2)
400kW
800kW

Question 2)
Using the average wind speed from the site description you should now be able to complete the following
calculation to work out the wind power density for the site:
Wind power density = 0.5 x air density x (average wind speed)3 =
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Question 3)
Now that you have the data for the swept area of the blades and the wind power density you can calculate
what the average annual output is for each turbine:
Capacity
factor

Swept
blade area

Wind power
density

Generator
efficiency

Hours
in year

Convert
to kWh

Annual
output (kWh)

400kW

0.3

X

............

X

............

X

0.9

X

8,760

÷

1000

=

...............

800kW

0.3

X

............

X

............

X

0.9

X

8,765

÷

1000

=

...............

Question 4)
Knowing the annual output means that you can now calculate what this means in terms of the number of
homes powered, and also how much CO2 would effectively be saved each year. (A typical home uses
4,100 kWh of electricity per year, every kWh of electricity results in 0.516kg of CO2 being emitted.)
Annual output

Equivalent number of homes
= annual output ÷ 4,100

Annual CO2 savings
= annual output x 0.516 ÷ 1,000

400kW

kWh

homes

tonnes

800kW

kWh

homes

tonnes

Question 5)
Using the answer from your annual output calculations you should now be able to look at how much
income the turbines could generate (assume that all of the electricity generated is exported to the grid).
Annual Output

400kW
800kW

Annual income from
generation tariff
= [A] x generation tariff
from Table 1

[A]
.............. kWh

£..............

[A]
.............. kWh

£..............
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Income from export tariff
= [A] x export tariff from
Table 1
[B]

Total annual income
of feed-in tariff
= [B] + [C]

[C]
£..............

[B]

£..............
[C]

£..............

£..............
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Question 6)
Working out the total lifetime income of each turbine is important as this enables the group to estimate
how much income they can expect after the turbine has been paid off. ‘Payback period’ is a term used to
describe how many years it would take for the cost of the turbine to be paid off based on the annual
income.
Using the total annual income results from the previous exercise, work out what the payback period would
be and what the total lifetime income of the turbine would be for this project.

Installation cost

Payback period
= total cost ÷ annual
income

Lifetime feed-in
tariff income
= (total annual feed-in
tariff income) x (20
years)

Total lifetime
income
= (lifetime feed-in
tariff income) (installation cost)

400kW: £300,000

.................... years

£...................

£...................

800kW: £600,000

.................... years

£...................

£...................

Question 7)
Which of the turbines would you recommend to the community group?
Table 1
Feed-in tariff values
for wind turbines
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Scale of system

Generation tariff

Export tariff

Up to 100kW

£0.2165/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

100 – 500kW

£0.1804/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

500kW – 1.5MW

£0.0979/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

1.5 – 5MW

£0.0415/kWh

£0.0464/kWh

Continued u
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Lesson 2: Solar exercise
Your group will look at assessing the potential for a roll out of solar PV installations on domestic household
roofs. This will involve looking at a satellite image and, using the data provided, carrying out a series of
calculations that will allow you to estimate the amounts of energy that could be produced, and what the
CO2 savings and financial benefits could be.
Using the provided satellite photo:
• Mark all of the buildings that have a roof that faces south, south east or south west (and
would therefore potentially be suitable for solar PV) with the felt tip/sticky dots.
• Put crosses through any of these roofs that look like they may be shaded either by trees or
nearby tall buildings.
• Once this is complete add up all of the remaining suitable rooftops and begin to work through
the worksheet, completing all the necessary calculations.
Once you have completed the calculations answer the following questions:
• Do you think that installing solar PV would be worth it?
• Are there other advantages beside the income from the feed-in tariff? e.g. reduced electricity
bills for the householder as they are using electricity which is generated on-site.

Photo: iStock.com/fernando_alonso_herrero

• Are there any potential disadvantages of installing domestic solar PV?
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Solar worksheet
Type of building

Number

Domestic dwelling

____________

Average size of system
2kW

Total capacity
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ kW

A 1kW solar PV panel will produce around
800 kW hours per year, so our community
could generate:

_ _ _ _ _ kW x 800 kW hours

The average house uses about 4,100 kW hours
of electricity per year, so we could be
producing the equivalent electricity of:

_ _ _ _ _ kWh per year ÷ 4,100

0.516kg of CO2 is emitted for each kWh of
non-renewable electricity produced by the
grid, so producing our own from solar panels
would save...

= _ _ _ _ _ kWh per year of power

= _ _ _ _ _ homes
( _ _ _ _ _ kWh) x (0.516 kg CO2) = _ _ _ _ _ kg
or _ _ _ _ _ tonnes of CO2 per year, which,
over 25 years, would amount to: _ _ _ _ _ tonnes

Feed-in tariff income for panels 4kW or less

15.44 pence per kWh

Total potential annual generation multiplied
by feed-in tariff income

(15.44p) x ( _____ kWh)
= £ _____annual income for the community

Total potential feed-in tariff generation
income over 25 years

25 years x £ _____(annual income)
= £ _____

Cost per kW installed)...

= £3,000

Total installation cost for all panels

= £3,000 x ( _____ kW) = £ _____

Total lifetime income...

(Total feed-in tariff income) minus (total installation
cost) = £ _________ income in the community
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Answers to hydro questions
Question 1
Head
Mean flow rate
Turbine efficiency
Peak system power

2.5 m
1.83 m3/s
0.80
36.6kW

Question 2
Annual output
Equivalent number of homes
Annual CO2 savings

160,308 kWh
39 homes
83 tonnes

Question 3
Annual output
160,308 kWh
Annual income from generation tariff
£32,398
Income from export tariff
£7,438
Total annual value of feed-in tariff
£39,836
Question 4
Annual value of the feed-in tariff
Lifetime income from the feed-in tariff
Lifetime value to the community

£39,836
£796,720
£546,720

Answers to wind questions
Question 1
400kW
800kW

Question 2
907.9
2197.9

Wind power density = 0.5 x 1.225 x 7.53 = 258.4

Question 3

400kW
0.3
907.9
258.4
0.9
8,760
÷ 1,000
554,879

800kW
0.3
2206.2
258.4
0.9
8,760
÷ 1,000
1,348,358

Annual output
Equivalent number of homes
Annual CO2 savings

400kW
554,879 kWh
135 homes
286 tonnes

800kW
1,348,358 kWh
329 homes
696 tonnes

Annual output
Annual income from generation tariff
Income from export tariff
Total annual income of feed-in tariff

400kW
554,879 kWh
£100,100
£25,746
£125,846

800kW
1,348,358 kWh
£132,004
£62,564
£194,568

400kW
£300,000
2 years
£2,516,920
£2,216,920

800kW
£600,000
3 years
£3,891,360
£3,291,360

Capacity factor
Swept blade area
Wind power density
Generator efficiency
Hours in year
Convert to kWh
Annual output in kWh

Question 4

Question 5

Question 6
Installation cost
Payback period
Lifetime feed-in tariff income
Total lifetime income
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Example solar PV answers
Type of building

Number

Domestic dwelling

134

A 1kW solar PV panel will produce around
800 kW hours per year, so our community
could generate:
The average house uses about 4,100 kW hours
of electricity per year, so we could be
producing the equivalent electricity of:
0.516kg of CO2 is emitted for each kWh of
non-renewable electricity produced by the
grid, so producing our own from solar panels
would save...

Average size of system
2kW

Total capacity
268 kW

268 kW x 800 kW hours =
214,400 kWh per year of power

214,400 kWh per year ÷ 4,100 = 52 homes

(214,400 kWh) x (0.516kg CO2) =
110,630 kg or 111 tonnes of CO2 per year, which
over 25 years would amount to: 2,766 tonnes

Feed-in tariff income for panels 4kW or less

15.44 pence per kWh

Total potential annual generation multiplied
by feed-in tariff income

(15.44p) x (214,400 kWh)
= £33,100 annual income for the community

Total potential feed-in tariff generation
income over 25 years

25 years x £33,100 (annual income) = £ 827,600

Cost per kW installed)...

= £3,000

Total installation cost for all panels

= £3,000 x (268 kW) = £804,000

Total lifetime income...

(Total feed-in tariff income) minus (total installation
cost) = £23,500 income in the community
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Lesson 3
Impacts of large structures on the landscape
The purpose of this lesson is to encourage pupils to start thinking about the different types of structure
that have an impact on our landscape. They will be comparing these structures and discussing what they
think might be acceptable and some of the reasons behind these decisions. It will predominantly serve as
an exercise to put the size and impact of wind turbines into context, but other renewable technologies that
can have an impact on landscape will also be introduced.
There are discussion prompts available for the teacher at the end of this exercise.

Materials needed
• Seven pieces of flipchart paper marked with the following headings:
Agriculture
Forestry
Power stations
Communications
Transport
Wind turbines
Electricity transmission
• Seven blank pieces of flipchart paper plus blu-tac
• Post-it notes and marker pens for all participants
• Printed images (1-47) from the PlanLoCaL image bank for large structures in the landscape:
http://bit.ly/113wRSU
• Printed images of the solar farm and hydro plant – contained in this lesson plan

Arranging the room
Hang your seven headed pieces of flipchart paper on the walls at regular intervals around the room. On
each of them, stick the following images up with blu-tac.
• Agriculture – images 1-6
• Forestry – images 7-12
• Power Stations – images 13-18
• Communications – images 19-25
• Transport – images 26-32
• Wind turbines – images 33-41
• Electricity transmission – images 42-46
Cover each of the large sheets with a blank piece of flipchart paper so that the images are not visible until
you want to start the exercise.
Keep some printed copies of the solar farms and hydro plants aside to hand out later.
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Stage 1, Grouping and
explaining (5 minutes)

Stage 2, Introductory brainstorm
(20 minutes)

Explain to the class that they are going to work in
groups to discuss man-made structures and
features in the landscape.

Ask each group to stand in front of one of the
covered-up sets of images. Ask a volunteer from
each group to take off the sheet covering up the
images, and to stick it to the wall next to the
images.
Tell each group that they are to spend no more
than 2 minutes looking at the set of images they
have in front of them, and to write on their post-it
notes (individually, not as a group), words and
phrases that come to mind in relation to the
images.

Make it clear to them that this exercise is designed
to help people consider wind turbines and other
renewable technologies in the context of what else
we find in the landscape.
Stress that there are no right or wrong answers,
the aim of the exercise is to create discussion – it’s
about non-judgmental listening, and should not be
used as an exercise to try to ‘win people over’ to
an alternative point of view, but rather to explain
positions and to listen and understand what other
people think, and why.
Split the class into seven even-sized groups. If there
are fewer than 14 people in the class, then either
have them all act as one single group or split them
in half. Hand every person a few post-it notes and
a pen.

If their comment refers to one image especially,
rather than the collection as a whole, then they
can mark the image number on their post-it note
to make that clear. If they seem a bit hesitant, you
can give them some prompt words and phrases,
such as ‘necessary’, ‘creates jobs’, ‘inappropriate’
etc. It’s a brainstorm, so they should be working
individually, not discussing anything at this stage.
They should stick their post-it notes to the blank
sheet next to their set of images.

Photo: Orion Montoya, reproduced under Creative Commons

You must act as a strict timekeeper for this stage –
after each 2-minute segment is up, call out
“change!”, and ask the groups to circulate to the
next group of pictures, clockwise.
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Stage 3, Grouping and
discussing (20 minutes)
Ask each group to stay in front of the collection of
images they are currently with. They are to spend
3 minutes sorting the post-it notes into groups
with similar themes. Once they have grouped the
post-it notes, they are to draw a circle round each
group and give it a name – e.g. ‘economic issues’,
‘visual impact’.
Once this is done, call the whole audience
together to stand near the first set of images.
Look at the groupings and discuss – is there a lot
of consensus or was it hard to form groups for that
particular set of images? Did this set of images
arouse more emotions and thoughts compared to
other sets of images?
Repeat this for each set of images. Try to keep this
brief, just a couple of minutes per set of images,
and warn the class that you are doing so – it’s a
quick whizz around the room getting a sense of
which sets of images aroused most passion, or
most conflicting responses etc.

Stage 4, Comparing renewable
energy landscape impact (10
minutes)
Finally, hand out copies of the photos of the solar
farms and the hydropower plants to the whole
class and ask them how they feel they compare in
terms of impact to the landscape compared with
the wind turbine photos that they’ve seen. Does
the scale of the solar farms surprise them? What
about the impacts of the pipeline for hydro
schemes? How is the prominence of these two
technologies shaped by their surroundings?
Would they feel happier seeing these types of
sustainable energy development in the landscape
compared to the type of power stations seen
elsewhere in this exercise?
If you have limited time for this session we suggest
that you focus on 4 or 5 of the sets of themed
images only.

Image from geograph.org.uk © Oast House Archive.

If your class isn’t large enough to be split into 7
groups then do the whole of this stage together,
leaving the discussion until after they have looked
at grouping all of the images.
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Image from geograph.org.uk © Copyright Nigel Davies and licensed for reuse under the Creative Commons

1.5MW solar farm at Pont Andrew, South Wales
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This image is licensed under the Creative Commons

Aerial view of Westmill Solar Farm with part of Westmill Wind Farm in the background.
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Photo by Jean-Etienne Minh-Duy Poirrier and reproduced under the Creative Commons

The 152MW Loch Sloy Power Station, Inveruglas Bay, Loch Lomond
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Photo by David Ian Roberts and reproduced under the Creative Commons

2.4MW hydro power station Storr Lochs, Isle of Skye
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Useful discussion prompts for the teacher
Agriculture
Many agricultural structures are exempt from
planning restrictions, due to the historical
development of the Town & Country Planning Act.
Landscape impact of polytunnels and fleece vs the
need/desire to produce more local food.
Forestry
What do people think of the pictures? Do they find
these woodlands attractive, or consider them to be
valuable ecosystems and/or good places for
recreation and leisure? In fact, coniferous
monoculture does not provide great biodiversity and
the Forestry Commission, which was responsible for
establishing much of the UK’s conifer woodlands, has
been heavily criticised for the landscape degradation
they caused, particularly in the 1980s. Partly as a
response, recent practice has changed. Gone are the
unnatural outlines and inappropriate locations, and
many woodlands are now popular with visitors. Does
this suggest an acceptance over time?
Power stations
Battersea Power Station is regarded quite fondly by
many as a landmark piece of architecture. Does its
links with fossil-fuel energy production make
anyone feel a bit ‘guilty’ about saying they like it?
What do people think about the ‘burden’ borne by
the local community around power stations like
Dungeness (note the tiny house in the foreground)?
If your local authority district is one with no
conventional power stations in it, does that make
you think that you are not shouldering
responsibility? What impacts do they think these
stations have on local populations? Are there good
as well as bad impacts?
Communications
Communication masts are used for radio, mobile
and television broadcasting. Are they a feature of
the landscape that they think is necessary now due
to the popularity of mobile phone? Does the class
think that mobile phones are a luxury or a
necessity? Why?
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Transport
Flag up that image 27 is the Newbury Bypass, tell
the class that in the mid-90s there was a significant
protest to stop the development on this bypass due
to its environmental impact on the countryside. Do
they think that the benefits to the town of Newbury
were worth the impact on the landscape and
ecology caused by the bypass? What about railways
– does public transport infrastructure have more
‘right’ to have an impact on the landscape than
roads? If so, why?
Wind turbines
Important to note that these are moving structures,
so they draw attention to themselves in a way that
communication towers and other structures don’t.
Do people view them as a necessity? Would they
rather see lots of smaller sized turbines across a
large area, or one or two big turbines in a smaller
location? Remind them that although larger
turbines may be more visible in terms of height,
they will produce significantly more energy and
require less land area compared to smaller turbines
where many more installations will be required to
meet the same amount of energy output.
Solar farms
Are solar farms as acceptable as solar panels installed
on domestic properties across a wide area? What sort
of impact would having more solar farms be on
agriculture if this kind of development becomes more
attractive to famers? How do they compare in terms
of visual impact to polytunnels that are used for food
production?
Hydropower
Large scale hydropower schemes will typically require
some kind of significant infrastructure such as
pipelines to the turbine plant. Does it surprise
anyone to see the scale of these power stations? Do
they think that because the structures are often on
the sides of hills it make the impact greater and less
acceptable?
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Lesson 4
Renewable energy planning scenario
Materials for the teacher
(Note: this is quite a lot to get through in an hour; it would work well stretched over 90 minutes)

Task 1) Introduction (5 mins)
Introductory paragraph, and ‘setting’, ‘proposal details’ and ‘applicant details’ (some of this can be
skimmed over (especially with turbine dimensions) as each group can look at this information in more detail
when they’re thinking through their different cases)
Task 2) Split class into groups (5 mins, total: 10 mins)
Split the class into the three groups (‘pro’, ‘anti’ and Planning Authority), giving each group:
• Their group description
• Maps of the proposal
• A copy of Planning Policies
• A copy of the ‘Planners Result Sheet’ (only for the Planning Authority group)
Task 3) Developing their cases (15 mins, total: 25 mins)
Get the ‘pro’ and ‘anti’ groups to each develop their case, which they must then present to the Planning
Authority. There are a few notes in their group description which may be helpful in this process. It’s
important for them to keep a track of time as 15 minutes can go quickly! Each group must assign a
presenter/decide how the presentation will be split amongst the group. Their presentations must take no
more than 7 minutes (so not very long!).
The group that is assigned as the Planning Authority should use this time to have a look at their group
description sheet, at the planning policies, and at the maps and proposal details. They should think about
what the issues are which they need to consider when they make their decision, using the ‘key issues’
described on their group description sheet, and the ‘Results Sheet’ to guide them. It would be useful for
them to highlight the key relevant policies (or sections of policy) so that when they come to making their
decision (after having the ‘pro’ and ‘anti’ cases presented to them) they have these to hand to justify their
decision.
Task 4) Group presentations (7 mins + 7 mins , total: 39 mins)
The ‘pro’ and ‘anti’ groups are now given 7 minutes each to present their case to the Planning Authority.
The Planning Authority may want to take notes so they have a record of the key issues for when they
deliberate their answer (whilst they may have filled in the Results Sheet during Stage 3, they may want to
adjust their answers in response to the presentations). You can also run this section as a debate if you
prefer.
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Task 5) Planning Authority Deliberation (5 mins, total: 44 mins)
The Planning Authority is now given 5 minutes to deliberate upon both sides of the argument, and to
come to a decision about whether they will permit or refuse the application. They should make a note of
their key reasons, and, where relevant, the policy which supports this reason. As detailed on their group
description sheet, where applications are granted permission, sometimes the Planning Authority will require
that alterations or additions are made to the proposal, to make it acceptable. This may be something that
the Planning Authority may want to consider (if relevant).
Task 6) Planning Authority Decision (7 mins, total: 51 mins)
The Planning Authority then has 7 minutes to present their decision, and to justify this with reasons, and
policy wording where relevant.
Taks 7) Westmill Wind Farm video (7 mins, total: 57 mins)
This is an optional task, if there is time. It brings to life the classroom exercise, providing a real-life case
example of an existing community-owned wind farm. www.westmill.coop/westmill_home.asp
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Things the students should be considering
There are certain things that the Planning Authority should consider in their deliberation and decision
making process, which are specific to this case. There are quite a few of these, and the students won’t have
time to consider all of them, but if they are struggling, you may want to give them a few hints as they are
deliberating (task 5), or you could list those that were missed at the end of task 6. The key issues to
consider are:

Positives

Negatives

Residential amenity – noting that the closest
residents (Bents Farm and Brackenber) support the
scheme

Residential amenity – noting that there are
residents in the area who oppose the scheme.

Community benefit – the fact that the applicant
is a community cooperative, meaning the benefit
from the scheme will be felt locally; money being
reinvested in the local area
Education – noting that the local primary school is
supportive, and the potential for an education
programme through the Ravenwind Trust – this
links to the above point about ‘community benefit’
Renewables – helping in meeting legally binding
target of renewable energy generation
Climate change and CO2 emissions – helping in
meeting the legally binding targets

National Parks – the proximity of the proposal to
the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales National Parks
Landscape – noting that a local organisation
dedicated to ‘protecting the rural countryside’ is
opposed to the scheme, suggesting concern
regarding the impact of the scheme on the
landscape character
Tourism – noting that the local tourist board is
opposed to the scheme, suggesting there is
concern about its impact on tourism in the area
(because of perceived negative impact on the
landscape)
Transport – an access track would need to be
built to build the wind farm, and the existing road
near the site is small (potential for traffic problems
during construction)
Heritage – there are a few listed buildings in the
nearby villages which could be negatively impacted
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Materials for the students
In this scenario, a planning application has been submitted for a wind farm. The details of the setting, the
proposal and the applicant are all provided below. There are people in the area who support this
application, people who oppose it, and then there is the Planning Authority, who has to make the decision
of whether to grant permission for the development of the wind farm!
You will be assigned to one of these three groups. The ‘pro’ and ‘anti’ groups must present their case to
the Planning Authority, who will then decide on whether to grant or refuse permission. The planners will
have to justify their decision, using planning policy where relevant (explained below).

Setting
The setting is a rural area, with a mixture of arable land, woodland and rough grassland. There are two
settlements in the area – Newbiggin-on-Lune and Ravenstonedale. The former has a population of around
100, and the latter around 600. The main sources of employment in the area are farming, tourism, health
care and education, and the service industry. The area is located between the Lake District National Park
(approximately 10 miles to the west) and the Yorkshire Dales National Park (approximately 6 miles to the
south). The M6 motorway runs north-south, approximately 7 miles to the west.

Proposal details
A planning application has been submitted for a four-turbine wind farm to be located 0.6 miles (1000m) to
the north of Newbiggin-on-Lune, and 2.5 miles to the northwest of Ravenstonedale, on rough grassland
(used for sheep grazing). The land is part of Brents Farm, which lies 700m to the south of the proposed
wind farm site. The development will consist of four turbines, a substation, and an access road to the
turbines. The capacity and dimensions of each turbine are detailed in the table below (the diagram gives
you an idea of how tall the turbines are in relation to an average 2-storey house):

125m

Turbine capacity
Blade length

100m

1.5 MW
38.5m (126 ft)

Hub height

80m (262 ft)

Total height

118.5 m (389 ft)

75m

50m

25m
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The four turbines are predicted to generate around 15GWh of power annually. This is equivalent to the
amount of electricity used annually by approximately 3,000 households (www.bit.ly/Lunw4B). The
potential income from the wind farm is predicted at £1.25million/year, so with an initial upfront cost
requirement of £10million, the proposal has an 8-year pay back.

Applicant details
The application is being made by the Ravenwind Cooperative, which is made up of 2,300 shareholders
(75% of whom live within 75 miles of the proposed site). Each shareholder has invested between £250
and £20,000 in the project. The land is owned by Brents Farm, who are a part of the Cooperative, and
who have granted legal permission to the Cooperative for them to use their farm land for the proposed
development. As part of the application, the Ravenwind Cooperative states that, if the application is
granted permission, the Ravenwind Sustainable Energy Trust will be set up, which will take 0.5% of
income from the wind farm and dedicate this to a yearly educational programme, working with local
schools in the area.
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Group 1
The ‘pro’ group – people who support the application
This is made up of a mixture of people and organisations from the local area:
• The farmer whose land the proposed turbines will be built on (Brents Farm), and who is the
closest resident to the proposed wind farm
• Residents of Brackenber (close by collection of houses)
• Other local residents
• Ravensville primary school teachers and governors
Think about why these people/organisations are supportive of the proposed wind farm. Brainstorm a list of
benefits, then go through each benefit and add more detail where relevant (so that you are prepared to
argue your case).
You may want to look at the local authority’s relevant planning policies and use these.
To note, there are key issues that often inform a Planning Authority’s decision relating to wind farm
applications. You may not have the information to be able to consider all of these issues, and some may
not be relevant, but some of them are listed below as a guide to help you with what you should be
considering when preparing your case:
Residential amenity (the positive elements which contribute to an area’s character or which make
it enjoyable for local residents, e.g. the view, tranquillity): What would the impact of the
development be on this?
Ecology: Are there any ecological designations (see below for an explanation) in or near the site? Are there
wildlife features, such as a river or trees? What would the impact of the development be on these?
Landscape: Are there any landscape designations (see below for an explanation), such as National Parks, in
or close to the proposed site? If there are, what would the impact of the development be on these?
Heritage: Are there any heritage assets (see below for an explanation) near the proposed site? If there are,
what would the impact of the development be on these?
Local transport: Will a development disrupt a key road, or cause unacceptable traffic?
Benefits: Will the proposal help lessen the effect of climate change? Will the proposal reduce the UK’s
greenhouse gas emissions, and help the UK to meet its legally-binding CO2 emission reduction targets?

Ecological designations
These are areas that are
important for ecological reasons.
This may be because they are
home to a particularly important
animal or plant, or because they
have a great diversity of animals,
plants or natural habitats.
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Landscape designations
These are areas that are
important for landscape and
wildlife reasons. This may relate
to their beauty, ‘wildness’ (the
impact of humans is small
compared with much of the
country), or because they have a
very unique landscape character.

Heritage Assets
Heritage assets are buildings,
structures or monuments that
are important because they are
of special architectural and
historic interest.
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Group 2
The ‘anti’ group – people who oppose the application
This is made up of a mixture of people and organisations from the local area:
• Local residents
• The local tourist board
• A local organisation dedicated to ‘protecting the rural countryside’
• The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority
Think about why these people/organisations are opposed to the proposed wind farm. Brainstorm a list of
negatives, then go through each negative and add more detail where relevant (so that you are prepared to
argue your case!).
You may want to look at the local authority’s relevant planning policies and use these.
To note, there are key issues that often inform a Planning Authority’s decision relating to wind farm
applications. You may not have the information to be able to consider all of these issues, and some may
not be relevant, but some of them are listed below as a guide to help you with what you should be
considering when preparing your case:
Residential amenity (the positive elements which contribute to an area’s character or which make
it enjoyable for local residents, e.g. the view, tranquillity): What would the impact of the
development be on this?
Ecology: Are there any ecological designations (see below for an explanation) in or near the site? Are there
wildlife features, such as a river or trees? What would the impact of the development be on these?
Landscape: Are there any landscape designations (see below for an explanation), such as National Parks, in
or close to the proposed site? If there are, what would the impact of the development be on these?
Heritage: Are there any heritage assets (see below for an explanation) near the proposed site? If there are,
what would the impact of the development be on these?
Local transport: Will a development disrupt a key road, or cause unacceptable traffic?
Benefits: Will the proposal help lessen the effect of climate change? Will the proposal reduce the UK’s
greenhouse gas emissions, and help the UK to meet its legally-binding CO2 emission reduction targets?

Ecological designations
These are areas that are
important for ecological reasons.
This may be because they are
home to a particularly important
animal or plant, or because they
have a great diversity of animals,
plants or natural habitats.
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Landscape designations
These are areas that are
important for landscape and
wildlife reasons. This may relate
to their beauty, ‘wildness’ (the
impact of humans is small
compared with much of the
country), or because they have a
very unique landscape character.

Heritage Assets
Heritage assets are buildings,
structures or monuments that
are important because they are
of special architectural and
historic interest.
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Group 3
Planning Authority
The Planning Authority, which is part of Eden District Council, is made up of planners who write policy to
guide how your local area develops, and respond directly to planning applications for individual
developments. The application decisions that they make have to be consistent with local and national
planning policy and targets.
Planning decisions are about balancing the need for a development with its potential impact on the
environment and people’s quality of life. Developments always have impacts – both positive and negative.
And these will play out at different scales – so negative impacts might be felt very locally, whilst positive
impacts might be national, or even global. So planners have the difficult task of weighing up these impacts,
and deciding if the positives outweigh the negatives.
There are key issues that often inform a Planning Authority’s decision relating to wind farm applications.
You may not have the information to be able to consider all of these issues, and some may not be
relevant, but some of them are listed below as a guide to help you with what you should be considering
when making your decision:
Residential amenity (the positive elements which contribute to an area’s character or which make
it enjoyable for local residents, e.g. the view, tranquillity): What would the impact of the
development be on this?
Ecology: Are there any ecological designations (see below for an explanation) in or near the site? Are there
wildlife features, such as a river or trees? What would the impact of the development be on these?
Landscape: Are there any landscape designations (see below for an explanation), such as National Parks, in
or close to the proposed site? If there are, what would the impact of the development be on these?
Heritage: Are there any heritage assets (see below for an explanation) near the proposed site? If there are,
what would the impact of the development be on these?
Local transport: Will a development disrupt a key road, or cause unacceptable traffic?
Climate change and CO2 emissions: Will the proposal help lessen the effect of climate change? Will the
proposal reduce the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions, and help the UK to meet its legally-binding CO2
emission reduction targets?
Community benefit: Will the proposal support the economy of the local area?

Ecological designations
These are areas that are
important for ecological reasons.
This may be because they are
home to a particularly important
animal or plant, or because they
have a great diversity of animals,
plants or natural habitats.
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Landscape designations
These are areas that are
important for landscape and
wildlife reasons. This may relate
to their beauty, ‘wildness’ (the
impact of humans is small
compared with much of the
country), or because they have a
very unique landscape character.

Heritage Assets
Heritage assets are buildings,
structures or monuments that
are important because they are
of special architectural and
historic interest.
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Think about the wind farm application that has been submitted to you, jotting down a list of the potential
positives and negatives. You may want to use the ‘results sheet’ and the list of ‘key issues’ above, but
there may also be other positives or negatives that are not included in this list, so don’t limit yourselves to
this.
Have a look at the national planning policies and targets, and the local planning policies that you’ve been
given. Highlight the policies (or sections of the policies) which you think are relevant to this application –
where the proposed development will be consistent or inconsistent with the policy, or will support national
targets. These will be important to refer to when you are justifying your decision.
Where applications are granted permission, sometimes Planning Authorities attach ‘conditions’ to the
permission, which they consider make it acceptable. A condition could be a financial contribution to be
invested in the local community, or a change in the design of the development. This may be something you
want to consider if you do want to grant the proposal permission.
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National planning policy
Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
Local planning authorities should adopt proactive strategies to mitigate and adapt to climate change.
To help increase the use and supply of renewable and low carbon energy, local planning authorities should
recognise the responsibility on all communities to contribute to energy generation from renewable or low
carbon sources. They should:
• Have a positive strategy to promote energy from renewable and low carbon sources;
• Design their policies to maximise renewable and low carbon energy development while
ensuring that negative impacts are addressed satisfactorily;
• Support community-led initiatives for renewable and low carbon energy

National targets
(The Government is legally obliged to meet these targets)
The UK Renewable Energy Strategy
To ensure 15% of our energy comes from renewable sources by 2020. (To meet this, the share of our
energy that comes from renewables must increase by seven times!)
2008 Climate Change Act
To reduce the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% (from the 1990 baseline) by 2050.
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Local planning policy
CS12 Principles for Economic Development and Tourism
Development should accord with the following principles:
1 Promote high skilled, high value added businesses that are based on the sustainable use of
natural resources and draw on the particular rural characteristics of the District.
2 Protect and enhance existing tourist facilities and infrastructure, whilst also allowing new tourist
development where appropriate in order to increase the range, quality and type of facilities
available.

CS15 Tourism and the Visitor Economy
Tourism proposals will be promoted and supported where:
1 They benefit local communities and are proportionate to the size of settlement in which they are
located.
2 Development is at a scale which does not prejudice the quality of the natural and built
environment and where possible proposals should seek to improve it.

CS16 Principles for the Natural Environment
Development should accord with the principles of protection and enhancement of the natural environment
of the District, including landscape, and biodiversity and especially those areas designated as being of
international, national and local importance.
To further protect the natural environment within the District as a whole:
1 The relationship between development and the natural environment will be managed to minimise
the risk of environmental damage.
2 Existing wildlife and habitats such as hedges, ponds, and woodlands will be protected and
enhanced.
3 Development should reflect and where possible enhance local landscape character.

CS17 Principles for the Built (Historic) Environment
The principles for the built (historic) environment are to conserve and enhance buildings, landscapes and
areas of cultural, historic or archaeological interest including conservation areas, historic parks and gardens,
areas of archaeological interest and listed buildings and their settings.

CS20 Renewable Energy
Renewable energy proposals will be supported particularly where they contribute towards meeting the
renewable energy targets set out in national policy and where there are no significant unacceptable effects
which cannot be mitigated or are not outweighed by the national and regional need for renewable energy
development or the wider environmental, social and economic benefits that the scheme may bring.
Particular support will be given to renewable and low carbon energy generation developments that are led
by, or meet the needs of local communities.
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Maps
Map 1: Overview map of proposed site

Lake District National Park

«

Yorkshire Dales National Park

Map data © 2013 Google

«

Site of proposed wind farm
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Map 2: Overview map of proposed site

«

Yorkshire Dales National Park

Map data © 2013 Google

«

Site of proposed wind farm
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Map 3: Zoomed-in map of proposed site

««
««

Ordnance Survey © Crown copyright 2013 | Licence number WL9998

«

Proposed 1.5MW turbine

Listed building

Proposed access track to wind farm
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Designated nature reserve

Public footpaths
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Total

Local renewable energy generation

Local wildlife and habitats

The built environment - heritage
buildings, conservation areas etc.

The natural environment (landscape,
woodland etc.)

Tourist facilities and local amenities

Local jobs and skills

National renewable energy and
greenhouse gas reduction targets

Extremely positive

Local and national factors to take
into account
Mildly positive

Neither positive
nor negative

Mildly negative

Will the proposed development have a positive or negative effect?
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Extremely negative

